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THIRD GROUP OF CONDITIONS
PROTECTION OF STUDENTS AS CONSUMERS

The third group of UK OfS conditions relate to the Protection of Students as
Consumers - an area where the emphasis shifts from outcomes to
transparency. This is an aspect of accreditation that has always been at the
heart of ASIC’s work. The need for it has been highlighted by increasing
litigation undertaken by students in several countries, including the USA,
against institutions for alleged misrepresentation and failure to inform
students of their statutory rights.
Our Area of Operation G focuses on whether what students see on an
institution’s website or hear from its staff or agents is truthful and
informative. In interviews with students we spend much time comparing
expectations of students based on an institution’s promotional/public
information with their post-enrolment experiences. In contrast to most
accrediting and review bodies, we have always paid particular attention to
how institutions select and monitor agents they use. Although sometimes
excellent, they can be a weak link through insufficient knowledge of the
institutions they represent. This can lead to students applying to unsuitable
institutions or courses.
Agents (and even internal marketing staff) can also be over-enthusiastic
and promise more than an institution can deliver, e.g. in terms of
scholarship availability or location of accommodation. This why we always
ask students about the quality of advice they receive at the enquiry stage
(confusingly called the Research Stage by the OfS) and recommend the
inclusion of a question about agent performance in student feedback
sought during induction. It is also why we probe the quality of training
institutions provide their agents. Although it is implicit in our requirement
that institutions have public liability insurance (B.3) as well as in our
expectations regarding the thoroughness and veracity of information given
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o students (E.1, G.1, G.2 and G.3), we will be introducing a specific
requirement that institutions confirm their compliance with local consumer
protection law (if such exists).
Alleged breaches of consumer law regarding students seem to be more or
less equally divided between cases of misrepresentation and financial
disputes. In the first scenario, students assert that their experience postenrolment falls radically short of what they were promised, e.g. being
required to change to a course for which they did not apply. In the second,
they might claim to have been charged a higher fee than they were led to
expect, or not to have been an instalment they were promised, or to have
unfairly denied a refund. This is why ASIC insists in H.1.9 and H.1.10 that
there are clear processes regarding deposits, fee payments and refunds,
that the relevant policies are regularly reviewed, and crucially that full
records are kept of all financial transactions. Although alluded to in our
requirements for appropriate application and enrolment forms (H.1.2 and
H.1.7), we will be adding a specific requirement that either in these or
another acceptable document the Term and Conditions are clearly stated.
In most jurisdictions these Terms and Conditions constitute a contract
when signed by a student, so it is essential they are carefully written.

A key component of the Protection of Students as Consumers is a robust
and accessible Student Complaints and Grievance Procedure as required
in our section E.7. As you will know, we investigate this further by asking
students whether they are aware of this procedure, understand it and know
how to access it. If appropriate, we also look through examples of how
complaints have been handled.
A much more controversial aspect of the consumer protection requirements
for registration with the OfS in the UK is the mandatory provision of a
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Student Protection Plan. This is nothing to do with student welfare support
or with policies to safeguard students from exposure to extremist
indoctrination as some commentators first thought. It is purely and simply
to do with money. In eventualities such as a course no longer being
offered, or awarding powers being lost, or of institutional closure, every
institution must have a plan to protect the money spent by students if no
acceptable alternative can be found.
Obviously, ASIC’s requirements that detailed records of student progress
are maintained and that assessments are both trustworthy and of the right
standard will facilitate transfer to another institution and thus avoid the
need for financial compensation. It is possible that in some more routine
cases, such as course withdrawal due to lack of demand, transfer solutions
could be found within the ASIC network itself. The protection plans have to
identify how backstop compensation would be resourced, e.g. via a ring
fenced fund or an insurance scheme. In the Republic of Ireland legislation
is being considered to introduce a mandatory insurance scheme for this
purpose.
There is an obvious link between the protection requirement and the next
group of OfS conditions which deals with financial viability. So far, ASIC
has not included scrutiny of such protection plans and has relied upon
more general financial due diligence through three years of published
accounts and other evidence in the public domain, but where convincing
plans do exist we will review how to give positive recognition to these.
What strikes me as potentially the most troublesome aspect of the OfS
student protection plan (SPP) requirements is that in order to comply with
transparency demands it must be published on the institutional website.
Given that this involves listing all the dire calamities that could befall parts
or the whole of an institution, right up to total closure, as a prelude to
describing the remedial processes in place, it is inevitable that this could
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raise anxiety levels among those considering applying. This is not an issue
for the likes of Cambridge University where no one will ever bother to look
at the SPP because they know these problems could never occur.
However, in the case of a small independent sector provider it risks
creating an impression of fragility and, therefore, a consequent loss of
business. Much safer in my view, as is the case in some other countries,
simply to state that there is an SPP which complies with standards of good
practice and what form it takes (e.g. backed by a special fund or by
insurance).

FOURTH GROUP OF CONDITIONS
FINANCIAL VIABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

As just mentioned, the fourth area of conditions relates to Financial Viability
and Sustainability. At present ASIC tackles these through its initial financial
checks and scrutiny of accounts, and also discussions with owners
(private, corporate or charitable) at the Stage 2 inspection regarding the
student numbers or level of income required to remain operational. One
practical device used in the USA is to look for a business plan for the
ensuing five years showing a very low risk of insolvency. This is more
sensible than the UK approach which looks at sustainability plan for three
years which is less than the duration of some degree programmes, so does
not even ensure continuity for some new students.
These conditions are to be seen against a background of financial default
among private providers in many countries. We think it would now be
helpful to formalise further our discussions with institutions regarding
financial sustainability with a view to reassuring potential students and their
families/sponsors.
This an area where feedback would be very useful.
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FIFTH GROUP OF CONDITIONS
GOOD GOVERNANCE

The fifth area of conditions relates to Good Governance. Despite our rather
disparaging remarks at the beginning of these reflections, ASIC seeks
good governance in its accredited institutions. By ‘good’ we mean it must
be real. Far too many accreditors have been satisfied with impressive
organigrams of committee structures, sometimes aided by celebrity listings.
In our view, the members of governing bodies should have a real impact on
institutions and be drivers of enhancement. Apart from our UK higher
education providers, most ASIC institutions do not have to follow the OfStype requirement that the governing body takes full legal responsibility (this
is specific to English Law), although they may do in some countries.
This area covers three issues:
Public Interest Governance
Management
Accountability
Public Interest Governance is less directly relevant to private institutions
where criteria such as value for money for the taxpayer do not apply. But
most criteria are valid for both public and private entities. These are that
the institution should operate legally (in terms of necessary approvals and
of compliance with company law), openly, honestly and be accountable for
its actions to its stakeholders. In the interests of the latter, it should have
robust procedures for the management of risk. ASIC always scrutinises
these issues and mainly records its findings in the introductory section 1.1
of the Stage 2 and Stage 3 inspection report.
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Although we have not explicitly required it, there is a normal expectation
that the members of the legally responsible body (e.g. board of directors,
board of governors, or board of trustees) must be fit and proper persons,
with no record of unlawful actions or serious misconduct. It is now
mandatory to confirm this in the UK. Academic freedom and freedom of
speech should be guaranteed within the context of particular jurisdictions.
We may look at this in more detail in our meetings with management,
employees and students.
There should be procedures for engaging students in the enhancement
and ethical conduct of the institution. This is an important part of ASIC’s
inspections in its meetings with students and looking at feedback
mechanisms in D.3. Many of you will know it our firm recommendation that
there should be formal settings where students are represented such as
staff-student liaison committees. At least in larger institutions, students
should have a place on major committees, such as boards, even if not for
the full agenda.

Management must be organised in the interests of efficiency and continued
enhancement. At ASIC we believe this means that committee structures
should be as streamlined as possible, avoiding duplicated effort and
‘talking shops’.
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The UK reforms are finding it hard to shake off the legacy of ‘committeeheavy’ management. But some sensible targets are emerging: there should
be sufficient committees to ensure staff and students’ opinions are known,
respected and acted on as appropriate; there should be the right kind of
information and feedback coming through committees to underpin senior
management decisions; there should be safeguards against increasing risk
through insufficiently controlled delegation; and there should be counterbalances against excessive interference in academic decisions by owners.
We have covered these points in our sections B.1 and B.2 and in our
meetings with management, staff and students. We have paid particular
attention to processes of internal communication and the approach-ability
of senior management. Our discussions are likely to be amplified in the
future.
Accountability in the UK OfS jargon has taken on a specific meaning of
avoiding excessive payments to heads of institutions after the scandal of
overpaid university vice-chancellors (presidents); and of avoiding
inappropriate/unwise speculation with institutional funds. All such
transactions (i.e. salaries, bonuses, investments etc. have to be reported to
the OfS in order to have and to maintain registration, even for private
providers. Obviously, our UK HE providers will have to comply with this. As
for other ASIC institutions, we will rely upon our expectations of probity and
prudence and continue to touch upon these in our discussions with
management.

SIXTH GROUP OF CONDITIONS
INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS

The final area of conditions relevant to our considerations here concerns
Information for Students. This is highly appropriate given that the emphasis
within the new global QA priorities in on student-centred education and the
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transparency agenda. Two conditions are of interest to us. (Others relate to
to technical matters regarding submission of data to UK public agencies).
Both of these are sensitive and can pose presentation problems for smaller
or newer institutions, particularly those in the private sector.

There are ways of portraying outcomes
honestly that will better suit smaller and
newer institutions who have only low
levels of data.
The first condition is to provide what the OfS rather clumsily calls
Transparency Information. This means full data on student success rates
including the relationship between these rates and different categories of
students, e.g. home or overseas, school leaver or mature, together with
records of subsequent employment. This information has to be transparent
via publication on the institutional website. As with the requirement to
publish the Student Protection Plan, this level of detail can, again, make
some providers seem fragile and unconvincing. There are ways of
portraying outcomes honestly that will better suit smaller and newer
institutions who have only low levels of data. These include student and
alumni profiles. This is an area ASIC inspects in our Area of Operation G
which focuses on the quality of public information.
The second OfS condition in this area is the even more problematic
requirement to publish Student Transfer Arrangements. Some of this is
positive when it relates to facilitating the inward transfer of students via
processes for accepting credit transfer or recognition of accredited prior
experiential learning. However, the need to list the circumstances in which
students may wish to transfer to other institutions and the processes to
assist them in doing so, can create the impression that students regularly
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wish to quit the institution. The best approach other than for UK HE
providers is probably to focus on the institution’s active participation in
credit transfer schemes and, where appropriate, transnational education.

BENEFITS OF ASIC ACCREDITATION

OUR INSTITUTIONS ARE WELL-EQUIPPED FOR THE FUTURE OF QA
As we said at the outset ASIC accreditation has been ahead of the game in
many respects. This is because we started the organisation in the interests
of students. Institutions already accredited by us are well-equipped to face
whatever new national QA systems develop. They may think of adding
supplementary information to their ASIC inspection portfolios along the
lines discussed above.
In the case of institutions being newly inspected, or during re-accreditation
visits, we will be broadening and deepening some of the questions we put
to senior management.
Institutions facing new national approval inspections or reviews may well
wish to go through their ASIC inspection first in order to get extra value
from it.
Thank you.

